nephron progenitors non-autonomously affecting their differentiation and contributing to Wilms' tumor etiology. This study not only provides insight into the role of stromal cells and beta-catenin in the context of Wilms' tumor but also defines a model system that can be used to explore the role the microenvironment plays during renal tissue formation and pathogenesis. Vascular network is first generated by vasculogenesis and angiogenesis. The vessel diameters are later modified by vascular flow, which is called remodeling process. Various theoretical models were proposed for this remodeling process to explain vascular patterns in vivo. However, if we fully understand the mechanism of pattern formation, we should be able to generate the vascular pattern from scratch.
In the present study, we utilized a microdevice to generate perfusable vascular network (Kim et al., 2013) , and established a long-term perfusion method using braille display. Synthetic vasculature first starts as an irregular network. Then the endothelial cells in the microdevice exhibits remodelling process. Unused part of the vascular bed gradually disappears, resulting in one thick blood vessel in the devise.
First, we formulated a model to explain the early phase of network formation. Time-lapse observation of first 12 hours of culture revealed the endothelial cell dynamics. The cultured cells seldom moved but extended long protrusions, and stochastic collisions of the protrusion and cell body established the connections between cells. Effect of neighbouring cell on formation and elongation of protrusion is not observed. Based on these findings, we use stochastic model with experimentally measured parameter to reproduce the initial phase of meshwork formation in this culture system.
Next, we established a model to reproduce the remodelling process in a microdevice. We utilized a simple model in which vessel wall change its position for optimized share stress value. We implemented the vessel wall change by phase field method, and the Stokes flow by MAC method. The numerical simulation reproduces pruning process observed in the microdevice, and final thickness of remaining vasculature can be obtained analytically. Quantifying global tissue deformation pattern is essential for understanding how organ-specific morphologies are generated during development and regeneration. However, due to the difficulty in total cell recoding for many vertebrate organs, little is known about their deformation dynamics. Against this background, in our previous study, we proposed a statistical method to precisely reconstruct global deformation patterns from positional data of only 1-10% labeled cells in the whole tissue with limited resolutions [Morishita and Suzuki, J. Theor. Biol., 357: 74-85, 2014 ]. We applied the method to data from chick hindlimb development and quantitatively showed that the globally-aligned deformation anisotropy of local tissue pieces, not spatially-biased volume growth through cell proliferation, has the greatest impact on limb shaping [Morishita et al., Development, 142: 1672 -1683 , 2015 . Here, we would like to ask to what extent the pattern of physical tissue deformation observed in a specific species, i.e. chick limb development, is similar to or different from the patterns of different species; in other words, how much morphogenetic mechanisms (in particular at the tissue level) of homologous organs are conserved between species? To approach to this issue, in this study, combining both the statistical method proposed previously and recently-established technique for local gene induction by IR-LEGO system [Kawasumi et al, Dev. Growth. Differ, 57: 601-613, 2015; Kamei et al., Nat. Methods 6: 79-81, 2009 ], we performed quantitative analysis of tissue deformation dynamics for Xenopus laevis limb development. As a result, it was revealed that the global patterns of tissue growth and anisotropic tissue stretch/shrinkage were similar to those in the chick case. We would also like to discuss how to measure the similarity from a theoretical standpoint. The enteric nervous system (ENS) increases dramatically in cell number during oral-to-anal colonization of the gut, so clonal expansion of migratory vagal neural crest ENS progenitor cells (EPCs) must occur. We constructed cellular automaton (CA) models of EPCagent migration encoding stochastic EPC-agent movement and logistically limited EPC-agent proliferation. From this emerged a pattern of EPC-agent proliferation and unidirectional field (i.e. gut) occupation at the population level, capturing the normal event.
Unpredicted was an emergent variability in clone size (spanning many orders of magnitude) and in the distribution of clonal descendants. The final population was dominated by a few giant clones we termed superstars, with clonal heterogeneity decreasing with distance along the field. The frequency distribution of EPC-agent clone size showed extreme Lorenz curves and elevated Gini index (econometric measures of inequality of outcome), yet this emerged without any inbuilt clonal advantage. We then performed biological experiments with one genomically labelled avian EPC plus a carrier population of almost a thousand unlabelled EPCs. These were set up to Abstracts S40
